For 2 to 4 players
Ages 4 and up

Hello Kitty
RED LIGHT, PINK LIGHT Rules
®

OBJECT
Be the first player to reach the Finish
space.
CONTENTS
Game board, 4 rubber Hello Kitty movers,
bow decoder, traffic light tile box, 15 traffic
light tiles, 16 pink light tiles, sand timer.
SET UP
Each player chooses a Hello Kitty mover
and places it on the Start space.
Turn the traffic light tiles face down and
mix them up; place them into the traffic signal box so the color
circle sides face out, towards the box’s holes.
Take the pink light tiles to an area across the room – or even to
another room! Spread them out, bow side up.
PLAYING
The youngest player goes first, then play moves to the left. On your
turn, remove the front traffic light tile by taking it out and placing it
behind the other tiles.
Your “light” will be seen on the tile that is now showing through the
front of the box. Based on what color it is, this is what happens:
• RED LIGHT:
You don’t move on this turn; the player to the left now goes.
• GREEN LIGHT:
Advance your mover the number of spaces shown on the green
light. If the space you land on is occupied by another mover,
move to the next open space. If the space your mover lands on
has an arrow path, follow the arrow forward or backward.

• PINK LIGHTS:
Turn the sand timer over and hurry to where the pink light tiles
are. Take ONE tile and bring it back to the game board. Flip the tile
over and use the Bow Decoder to reveal what number is on the
underside of the tile. Advance your mover according to the same
rules as in the green light section above (if the number revealed
is zero, you do not advance your mover). If the sand timer has
not run out, continue getting pink light tiles and advancing your
mover. Once time is up, your turn is over.
NOTE: If all the pink light tiles have been taken, mix the used tiles
up and put them back as during Set Up.
ENDING THE GAME
The first player to reach or pass the Finish space wins!
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Pressman Toy Corporation
121 New England Ave.
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Our customer service department can be reached Monday through Friday
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